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Abstract—Specialized hardware acceleration is an effective
technique to mitigate the dark silicon problems. A challenge
in designing on-chip hardware accelerators for data-intensive
applications is how to efficiently transfer data between the
memory hierarchy and the accelerators. Although the Processingin-Memory (PIM) technique has the potential to reduce the
overhead of data transfers, it is limited by the traditional process
technology. Recent process technology advancements such as 3Ddie stacking enable efficient PIM architectures by integrating
accelerators to the logic layer of 3D DRAM, thus leading to
the concept of the 3D-stacked Memory-Side Accelerator (MSA).
In this paper, we initially present the overall architecture of
the 3D-stacked MSA, which relies on a configurable array of
domain-specific accelerators. Thereafter, we describe a full-system
prototype that is built upon a novel software stack and a hybrid
evaluation methodology. Experimental results demonstrate that
the 3D-stacked MSA achieves up to 179x and 96x better energyefficiency than the Intel Haswell processor for the FFT and matrix
transposition algorithms, respectively.

I.

I NTRODUCTION

As transistor density continues to grow exponentially, the
limited power budget allows only a small fraction of active
transistors, which is referred to as dark silicon [1]. Dark silicon
forces us to trade silicon area for energy. Specialized hardware
acceleration has emerged as an effective technique to mitigate
the dark silicon, as it delivers up to several orders of magnitude better energy efficiency than general-purpose processors.
Heading towards the big data era, a key challenge in the design
of hardware accelerators is how to efficiently transfer data
between the memory hierarchy and the accelerators, mainly
when targeting emerging data-intensive applications (e.g., keyvalue store, graph database, etc.).
Processing-in-memory (PIM) [2], [3] can reduce the overhead on performance and energy consumption incurred by the
data movement between memory and computational components. By integrating the computational logic into memory,
PIM allows computation to occur where the data reside,
leading to improved performance and reduced energy consumption. However, an obstacle to make PIM viable is that the
computation implemented by the memory process is typically
much slower than that manufactured by logic process [4].
Fortunately, the emergence of the 3D die-stacking technique, e.g., Micron’s Hybrid Memory Cube (HMC) [5], is
promising to make PIM more practical. The 3D die-stacking
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technique allows to integrate multiple process technologies
(e.g., logic process and memory process) within a single stack
by using through-silicon vias (TSV). Therefore, incorporating
the hardware accelerator implemented by the logic process
technology to logic dies of the memory stack leads to the
concept of the 3D-stacked Memory-Side Accelerator (MSA).
To design and implement the 3D-stacked MSA system,
there are several challenges to address. From the hardware
perspective, a key challenge is how to design hardware accelerators that are adaptable to various applications, as the
relatively specialized accelerators typically trade generality
for efficiency. Another challenge is how to design efficient
hardware accelerators that can saturate the excessively high
memory bandwidth of 3D-stacked DRAM, given the limited
area budget of the logic layer. From the software perspective,
the entire software stack, including the operating system, the
device driver, the library, and the user interface, should provide
sufficient support for the programmer to easily and efficiently
use the 3D-stacked MSA in order to achieve increased energyefficiency.
Contribution. In this paper we present a full-system prototype to address the above challenges. More specifically, our
work makes the following contributions:
1) Overall architecture. We present the overall architecture
of 3D-stacked MSA systems to achieve energy-efficiency
for data-intensive applications.
2) Configurable accelerator array. We design a hardware
architecture to configure the array of multiple accelerators
to adapt to various applications.
3) Software stack. We implement a novel software stack
to make the 3D-stacked MSA easily accessible for the
programmers.
4) Full-system prototype. We build a full-system prototype
on a commodity machine with the help of a novel
hybrid (in simulation and on real machine) evaluation
methodology to accurately and efficiently evaluate the
3D-stacked MSA architecture.
Related work. Many specialized hardware accelerators
have been proposed to accelerate various applications, e.g.,
[6], [7], [8], [9], [10]. Our solution can integrate and configure
such accelerators in the 3D-stacked memory, and ultimately
provide an easy-to-use interface for programmers. Recently,
there are also several proposals on incorporating computation
to the logic die of 3D-stacked DRAM. Pugsley et al. [11]
integrated energy-efficient processor cores to the logic die
of 3D-stacked DRAM for MapReduce workloads, and they
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OVERVIEW OF 3D- STACKED MSA

Overview. 3D-stacking technology enables the integration
of specialized accelerators and 3D DRAM. As shown in
Figure 1, the entire 3D-stacked Memory-Side Accelerator
(MSA) system consists of a central host processor and multiple
memory stacks, and they are connected with high-speed links
that are also used in the HMC system. Each memory stack
consists of multiple dies, while each die could be a DRAM
die or a logic die. The logic die can contain the memory
controller, the accelerators, or both. Each layer communicates
with others in the same memory stack via high-bandwidth,
low-latency, and low-energy TSVs. As the off-stack data traffic
is drastically reduced, an expected use of this architecture is
to efficiently process emerging data-intensive applications that
typically exhibit huge memory footprints.
Accelerator layer. The accelerator layer mainly consists of
a configurable array of multiple domain-specific accelerators.
These accelerators target various application domains such as
signal processing, graph computing, machine learning, and
others. Targeting signal processing applications for instance,
the potential accelerators could include Reshape for data layout
transformations (e.g. linear to blocked, row-major to columnmajor), FFT (fast Fourier transform) as a basic computation
kernel [14], Resampling for data interpolation, geometric transformations and image alignment, and Feature Extraction for
edge and shape detection of images. Such primitive accelerators can be further configured to accomplish complicated
tasks. For instance, a Synthetic Aperture Radar (SAR) image
formation algorithm typically requires Reshape, FFT, and
Resampling accelerators [15]. To offer such reconfigurability to
the users, we have carefully designed the hardware architecture
of an array of accelerators as well as the required configuration
interface.
III.

T HE C ONFIGURABLE ACCELERATOR A RRAY

The overall design of the configurable array of accelerators
is shown in Figure 2. In addition to the series of domain-
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further compared the benefits of different near-data computing approaches for in-memory MapReduce [12]. Zhang et
al. [13] proposed to integrate programmable GPU to 3Dstacked DRAM to offer high throughput. However, to the
best of the author’s knowledge, our work is the first to build
and evaluate a full-system 3D-stacked MSA architecture on
commodity machines.
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Fig. 1: The overall architecture of the proposed 3D-stacked MSA system.
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Fig. 2: The architecture of the configurable array of accelerators.
specific accelerators, the MSA architecture contains all the
necessary configuration logic to implement every possible
datapath described by an accelerator descriptor.
Accelerator descriptor. The accelerator descriptor typically consists of one or more passes. Each pass contains a
series of processing instructions that all together describe a
datapath. Each datapath is a complete processing operation
that starts by retrieving input data from the main memory,
implements a pipeline of the accelerators included in the pass,
and stores the output data back to main memory. Additionally,
the accelerator descriptor may contain flow instructions to
allow the convenient implementation of iterative operations
that contain one or more passes.
Architecture. When the host processor is ready to deploy
the accelerator, it stores the accelerator descriptor in a preallocated memory space. When this happens, the FETCH unit
transfers the entire descriptor to the local Instruction Memory
(IMEM) and activates the DECODE unit. The DECODE unit
parses the descriptor sequentially until the end of a pass is
detected. For every instruction in the pass, the DECODE
unit activates the corresponding accelerator and appropriately
configures the switch logic at the input and output ports. When
all accelerators in a pass are activated, the DECODE unit
enables an accelerator initialization process during which each
accelerator retrieves domain-specific configuration data from
the main memory. When all accelerators in the current pass

are individually configured, the DECODE unit initiates the
processing phase. During processing, the very first accelerator
in the pass fetches input data from main memory while the
last accelerator stores the output data back to main memory.
It is notable that the data stays on the accelerator die during
processing. The DECODE unit monitors the status of the last
accelerator in the pass to detect when the pass processing is
over in order to proceed with the next pass in the descriptor.
IV.

S OFTWARE D ESIGN OF 3D- STACKED MSA

To make the 3D-stacked MSA easily accessible for programmers, we revisit the entire software stack at various levels.
OS kernel level. In a typical HMC system that contains multiple memory stacks, each stack may contain several
MSAs. For a given MSA, the memory stack that it is integrated
can be regarded as Local Memory Stack (LMS), but the external memory stacks are considered as Remote Memory Stacks
(RMS). Hence an MSA accesses the entire memory space in
an asymmetric way, which is conceptually similar to NUMA
(Non-Uniformed Memory Access) systems. To efficiently use
the accelerator, the data for processing should reside in the
LMS rather than the RMS. Therefore, in the kernel, we reserve
the contiguous memory region of the LMS for MSA, so that
the upper-level memory management functions (which will be
elaborated later) only allocate/free memory in the LMS.
LMS is also used for communication and synchronization
between the CPU and the MSA. Therefore, we further divide
the entire LMS to command and data space. The command
space primarily contains the command address, the status
address, and the configuration parameters of the employed
accelerators. The command address is monitored by the hardware, and once special commands are written to that address,
the MSA is invoked for processing the task. The status address
stores the state of the MSA (e.g., busy or free), which can be
retrieved by the CPU. The configuration parameters of used
accelerators, e.g., chaining of accelerators, the addresses of
the input/output data, the number of tiles, etc., are employed
to configure the accelerator array.
Driver level. In the driver level, we implement a device
driver, allowing the users to directly manipulate the physical
memory space (i.e., command and data space) of LMS. During
the installation of the device driver, the command space is
allocated from the LMS, and then it is mapped to virtual
memory space via mmap. Thus, the corresponding MSA can be
directly controlled by writing commands to the mapped space.
Regarding the data space, it is also allocated/freed through the
device driver. More specifically, the device driver provides ioctl
to process the memory allocation/free requests from upperlevel library. After that, mmap is implemented in the device
driver to map the allocated contiguous physical memory to
virtual memory space. Therefore, the host and the MSA share
the same virtual space, and the host is in charge of the virtualto-physical translation to reduce the hardware cost.
Library level. We provide the native and the wrapped
library. The native library provides a standard library for MSA
control and LMS management. As stated, CPU controls the
MSA through a pre-allocated command space. As shown in
Figure 3, the users can leverage msa acc plan to generate
the accelerator descriptor as introduced in Section III. Such

accelerator descriptor is stored in a structure called acc plan.
Then, the users can invoke the accelerators with the same
configuration many times by using msa acc execute, where
the accelerator descriptor is written to the command space
by a lightweight user-level memcpy. Finally, the accelerator
descriptor can be destroyed by calling msa acc destroy. Additionally, the native library is also used for LMS management,
and it works on the data space. It provides memory allocation (msa mem alloc) and free (mea mem free) functions, as
shown in Figure 4.
// generate the accelerator descriptor
acc_plan msa_acc_plan(const char *tdl,
long *buf_addr,
long *buf_size,
long length);
// invoke the accelerators
void msa_acc_execute(acc_plan p);
// destroy the accelerator descriptor
void msa_acc_destroy(acc_plan p);

Fig. 3: The native functions working on command space.
// allocate memory from LMS
void *msa_mem_alloc(long size);
// free memory to LMS
void msa_mem_free(void *addr);

Fig. 4: The native functions working on data space.
The wrapped library aims to ease the programming burden
of the users for specific applications. Assuming FFT for
instance, since FFTW [16] is the most widely used interface,
we implement a wrapper on the native library to provide the
same interface as the FFTW. Therefore, programs written with
the FFTW library can directly use MSA with only trivial
modifications (e.g., by adding the MSA-related header files).
User level. In the user level, we provide a Task Description
Language (TDL) to configure multiple accelerators for various
applications. In the example shown in Figure 5, TDL offers 5
basic primitives, i.e., component, pass, task, parallel, and loop.
The component block corresponds to a specific accelerator
component (e.g., FFT, Reshape, Resampling, etc.). Multiple
component blocks constitute the pass block, and each pass
block has its own input and output data buffers. The task block
contains multiple pass blocks, and it represents a basic computational task. The parallel block contains several computational
tasks, and all these tasks can be executed simultaneously. The
loop block indicates that all included tasks can be executed
multiple times. In the example shown in Figure 5, the loop
block should be executed 10 times. The user-specified TDL
file is the input to the msa acc plan function to generate the
corresponding accelerator descriptor.
V.

E VALUATION M ETHODOLOGY

One of the major issues during the design of acceleratorbased architectures is the evaluation methodology. The traditional way to evaluate a novel architecture is to conduct cycleaccurate full-system simulation on architectural simulators
such as Gem5 [17]. However, such cycle-accurate full-system
simulation methodology exhibits two major problems. The
first one is that the simulation may be inaccurate due to
specification and abstraction errors [18], which may deviate

Fig. 5: An example to leverage user-level task description language (TDL) to configure multiple accelerators.
the final design decision. The second one is that the simulation
speed is too slow to explore the entire design space. To address
these issues, in this paper, we propose a hybrid approach
that combines simulation, modeling, and native execution to
accurately and efficiently evaluate the 3D-stacked MSA on
commodity systems.
A. Overview
Since a modern commodity system (e.g., Intel Haswell
machine) typically contains multiple memory channels, and
each channel has multiple memory DIMMs, each DIMM
could be used to mimic one memory stack of 3D DRAM
system. Therefore, we can assume that the accelerators could
be attached to any of such DIMMs. Figure 6 shows the overall
evaluation system for the 3D-stacked MSA architecture. We
assume that the accelerators are attached to DIMM3, and
thus the memory region of DIMM3 is treated as LMS (local
memory stack). The behavior of DIMM3 is simulated and
modeled by several tools, including Synopsis Design Compiler,
DesignWare, McPAT [19], 3D DRAM Model, and overall 3D
MSA Model [14]. On the other hand, the performance and
power of the remaining DIMMs and the central processor are
measured by native execution. Finally, the overall system performance and power are estimated by combining the simulated
and the measured results.

Fig. 6: Overview of the hybrid evaluation methodology.
B. Measurement Methodology
The measurement is conducted on the host processor,
an 8-core Intel i7-4770K (Haswell) processor. It has two 2

memory channels, and supports at most 4 memory DIMMs.
Since we are interested in the energy efficiency of the entire
system, we use PAPI [20] to measure both performance
and energy consumption of the host processor, as well as
the “common” memory DIMMs (i.e., DIMM0, DIMM1, and
DIMM2) through the Running Average Power Limit (RAPL)
interface [21]. The measurement stops when entering the
simulation process, and resumes when exiting the simulation.
C. Simulation Methodology
Simulation trigger. In a real 3D-stacked MSA system,
the accelerator is invoked by writing control commands to
a specific address space. To characterize this behavior, in
the evaluated system, such command space is monitored by
memory page protection. In more detail, once the protected
address space is updated with control commands, the entire
system will be trapped into a user-defined signal handler,
where all the simulation and modeling tools are invoked to
estimate the performance and power of 3D-stacked MSA.
Disable channel interleaving. Since one specific DIMM is
used to mimic the LMS of the MSA, we need to determine the
memory region of this DIMM so that the kernel can reserve
contiguous memory for LMS. However, in commodity multichannel systems, memory channel interleaving is automatically enabled to improve the overall memory bandwidth. In
the memory channel-interleaving mode, one physical page is
equally distributed across different channels in cache-block
granularity. In this case, the physical address is not contiguous
within one memory channel. Therefore, for simulation purposes, we need to disable the memory channel interleaving on
the evaluated platform.
To disable the memory channel interleaving, we only
populate three memory DIMMs (i.e., DIMM0, DIMM1, and
DIMM3 in Figure 6) with the same size on the motherboard
to convert the channel-interleaving mode to the asymmetric
mode. In the asymmetric mode, where the memory capacities
of different channels are not equal, the entire memory is
divided into symmetric and asymmetric zones. The symmetric
zone starts at the lowest address until the asymmetric zone
begins, and the symmetric zone is still in channel-interleaving
mode, while the asymmetric zone is in single-channel mode. In
the example shown in Figure 6, the address spaces of DIMM0
and DIMM1 are still interleaved, while the address space of
DIMM3 is separate from others. Therefore, DIMM3 can be
used to simulate the behavior of LMS of MSA.
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Fig. 7: The design flow to explore the co-design space of 3Dstacked MSA.
Performance/power model. The performance/power
model of 3D-stacked MSA contains multiple simulation
and modeling tools, including Synopsis Design Compiler,
DesignWare, McPAT, 3D DRAM Model, and 3D MSA
Model. The Design Compiler, DesignWare and McPAT are
used to estimate the performance/power/area of the MSA
logic. The 3D DRAM model is built upon CACTI-3DD [22]
and a performance/power model offering the bandwidth/power
estimation of 3D-stacked DRAM. According to the above
information, the accelerator-specific 3D MSA model is
customized to estimate the overall performance and power of
the 3D-stacked MSA architecture.
One challenge in the design of a 3D-stacked MSA is that
there is a huge co-design space, which consists of application
parameters, accelerator architectural configurations, and 3D
DRAM configurations to explore. To facilitate the exploration
of such co-design space of 3D-stacked MSA, we use an
automated framework based on the performance/power model.
As shown in Figure 7, for each design point consisting of
the application parameters (e.g., algorithm type and problem
size, etc.), the architectural configurations (e.g., local memory
size and data-path width, etc.), and the 3D DRAM configurations (e.g., number of TSVs and number of layers, etc.),
the framework first uses Spiral [23], an automated tool to
generate and optimize RTL design. The generated RTL design
then undergoes the typical ASIC synthesis flow to obtain the
estimated area, performance and power of the MSA logic.
The 3D DRAM configuration is also sent to the 3D DRAM
Model to get the estimation of the bandwidth and power of
the 3D DRAM. Finally, the application parameters, the 3D
DRAM configuration, the estimated area/performance/power
of the MSA logic, and the estimated bandwidth/power of the
3D DRAM are treated as the inputs of the 3D MSA model
to produce the overall performance and power of the 3Dstacked MSA. The above process can be automatically iterated
for many times to explore the entire design space. Moreover,
several advanced design space exploration techniques [24] can
be also employed to significantly accelerate the search process.

3D-stacked MSA system with memory-side FFT and reshape
accelerators. The FFT accelerator processes radix-2 2D FFT,
the problem size is 4k×4k, and each point is a complex
single-precision number. For design space exploration, we
also consider several design options, i.e., streaming width
(s = 2, 4, 8, 16), tile width (t = 8, 16, 32, 64), and frequency
(f = 0.4, 0.8, 1.2, 1.6, 2 GHz). The reshape accelerator performs the in-place matrix transposition on various size matrices
and the design is adopted from [25].
The 3D-stacked memory has 1 GB capacity, 4 DRAM
layers, 8 banks per layer, and 2,048 data TSVs. It also features
8 high-speed SERDES links each with 40 GB/s bandwidth,
total 320 GB/s, similar to HMC [5]. The maximal achievable
internal bandwidth of this 3D-stacked memory is about 510
GB/s and the external bandwidth can reach up to 320 GB/s.
The internal power consumption is 23 W at the peak bandwidth
hence the energy per bit is 5.6 pj/bit. When the data is
transferred externally the energy per bit reaches 12 pj/bit.

E XPERIMENTAL R ESULTS

We present the experimental results for (i) running an
FFTW-compatible program and (ii) matrix transposition on
the 3D-stacked MSA system with an FFT accelerator and a
reshape accelerator, respectively.
Experimental setup. Table I shows the configuration of the

Configuration

Values

FFT

Type
Size
Precision

2D, radix-2
4k × 4k
Complex Single

Reshape

Type
Size
Precision
Local SRAM

Matrix transpose
1k × 1k → 16k × 16k
Single
2 × 8 × 32 KB = 512 KB

3D DRAM

Nstack
Nbank
NTSV
Bandwidth

4
8
2,048
510 GB/s

TABLE I: Configuration of 3D-stacked MSA with the FFT
and the Reshape accelerators.
Experimental results. Figure 8 shows the performance
(GFLOPS) and power (Watt) of the investigated design space
for the FFT acceleration. The energy-efficiency of different
designs varies between 6 GFLOPS/W and 46 GFLOPS/W, and
the configuration of the optimal design is, s = 16, t = 32,
f = 2 GHz. We further compare the energy-efficiency of all
design options to that of the Intel Haswell as shown in the
right part of Figure 8, where the results are normalized to the
Haswell. We observe that the improvement over the Haswell
is up to 179x in terms of GFLOPS/W.
3D‐stacked MSA System Design Space
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Fig. 8: The design space of 3D-stacked MSA system with
FFT accelerator and comparison with Intel Haswell processor
in terms of GFLOPS/W.
We also evaluate the matrix transposition using MSA and
traditional multi-threaded software implementations in Figure 9 in terms of performance and energy efficiency. We report
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